Picture Wrangler:
Save Time with Fast Image Relinking
Xinet® WebNative® Picture Wrangler® relinks multiple images in

layout documents—quickly, simultaneously, effortlessly—with one
click of a mouse.

Feature Overview
Relinking placed images to high-resolution files in complex page layouts
can be a time-consuming task. Whether your user is a local designer who
wants to relink assets before going to print, or a remote layout operator
who is replacing retouched images in a document that has been moved to
the server, Picture Wrangler simplifies the process and saves valuable time,
with fast, easy relinking to high-resolution files.

Relink Images with a Single Click
When relinking images to high-resolution assets on the server, designers
and production or layout operators who use WebNative Suite will
appreciate this simple, highly efficient tool. Designed as a plug-in for
Adobe InDesign and QuarkXPress, Picture Wrangler eliminates the
tedious task of locating and relinking assets one by one. Users can select
specific, individual assets, or relink all assets in a document as needed.
This convenient tool locates the assets and relinks them all at once,
making a dramatic difference in the speed at which operators can handle
complex layouts.

Feature
Relink multiple images to highresolution versions on the server
in local and remote workflows,
without having to search through
the file system for each individual
asset.

Benefit
Save time in remote workflows
with quick, one-click image
relinking.
Contact sales@xinet.com for a
complimentary web demo

Picture Wrangler: Accessible from
the Plug-ins menu in InDesign, or the
Utilities menu in QuarkXPress, this
time-saving feature offers fast relinking for multiple images with just one
click.
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